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    				Grow Your Entrepreneurial Potential
	
    				  
    				  

    			

    			
    				The Longo Centre for Entrepreneurship (Longo CfE) offers an inclusive environment to expand the entrepreneurial potential of Humber and Guelph-Humber students, alumni, faculty, staff, and the community at large. Focused on early stage entrepreneurial ideas, our programs provide the resources and support needed for a venture to move from ideation to validation and launch. In collaboration with Humber’s Centres of Innovation (COI) Network, we provide interdisciplinary learning opportunities that equip students with strategic problem-solving skills and foster innovative thinking.

We believe that the entrepreneurial mindset and approach is not limited to entrepreneurs alone, but also individuals who want to spearhead new experiments or initiatives within existing companies. We provide these individuals, aka intrapreneurs, opportunities that connect them to startups, small businesses, and organizations that are looking to provide students with experiential learning opportunities.
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Entrepreneurial Knowledge 


Develop your entrepreneurial idea with the help of experts and funding that can help you take it to the next level.
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Work-Integrated Learning 

For students interested in gaining hands on learning while working with local businesses and organizations.
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Venture Connections

For organizations and businesses interested in working with Humber and Guelph-Humber student talent.
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In the Classroom 

Expand students’ entrepreneurial network by bringing the Longo CfE into your classroom!
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    				We provide interdisciplinary and experiential learning opportunities.
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    				Programs and Events



The Humber Strategic Vision for Entrepreneurship incorporates training and education as the foundation, networking and workshops that build on in-class and experiential learning, and providing access to expertise and resources through existing networks.
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    				Mentorship



Mentorship is important for the advancement of early-stage entrepreneurs and is embedded into all our programs. We rely on our community members to share their expertise to budding entrepreneurs.
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    				Space



The Longo CfE features a variety of special rooms and resources, as well as the Idea Lab at the Lakeshore Campus. Available to Humber students, alumni, faculty and community.
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                            The Longo Centre for Entrepreneurship

                            The Longo Centre for Entrepreneurship (Longo CfE) is for everyone who wants to explore the world of entrepreneurship. The Longo CfE provides a space for like-minded individuals to meet, collaborate, and create. No matter the passion, interest or previous entrepreneurial experiences, the Longo CfE has specialized learning opportunities that stimulate new ways of thinking and support entrepreneurial goals.
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